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The stunning conclusion to the Titan Trilogy "This is an edge-of-your-seat end to a terrific trilogy.
Can Brendan finally get justice for his wife and daughter? The journey is so convincing, exciting,
and gripping that it may just change the way you see the world." Ann AbramsFind out the truth in
this intense conclusion to the best-selling thriller series. Will former Detective Brendan Healy
survive, and can Agent Jennifer Aiken finally expose the conspiracy which is exploiting young
women and goes to the heart of government?Perfect for fans of Stieg Larsson, Jo Nesbo, or Dennis
Lehane novels. THE TITAN TRILOGYBook 1: HABITOver 200 five-star reviewsThe body of a young
woman is found in a remote farmhouse. Her death exposes a web of dark secrets . . . Book 2:
SURVIVORSThe phone rings. One of Brendan Healyâ€™s oldest and best friends is dead. Healy
must return home to Hawthorne to found out why. Meanwhile, Agent Jennifer Aiken is investigating
the same dark conspiracy involving politicians, prostitution, and black markets.Book 3: DAYBREAK
The stunning conclusion to this absorbing crime thriller trilogy.PRAISE FOR HABIT"Habit explodes
with gun battles, conspiracies, relapses and detours into the seedy world of internet porn...a
hard-boiled mystery with a modern twist." - Margot Harrison, Seven DaysPRAISE FOR
SURVIVORS"T.J. Brearton has created interesting characters, including good villains, a convoluted
plot and a thoughtful foundation. This is a fun read ... The conspiracy Brearton has created is
reminiscent of some David Baldacci thrillers ... bad people are everywhere and in control, and that
only a few - but enough to provide some hope - are fighting to save the little nobility and truth that
hasn't been bought yet ... Some of the back story was provided in the first book of the trilogy, but
Brearton is adept at bringing the reader up to speed on the connections among the various
characters." - Jerry McGovern, The Adirondack Daily Enterprise
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A most excellent 5 star read!I don't know where to begin. This whole trilogy, #1 Habit, #2 Survivors
and this one #3 Day Break have just blown my socks off. Thrilling, fast paced, nail biting, mind
blowing, twisty & full of conspiracy theories (or are they?) and also full of evil, stupid, innocent and
heroic characters.This is a story of big Government, obscene wealth, greed and most importantly
Power. It is the tale of an average middle American guy who gets all tangled up in this and
somehow manages to come out alive with psyche somewhat intact.

great finish to the trilogy! Again lots of intense conspiracy theories which are somewhat difficult to
follow but the overall plot and character development was very good and kept me enticed all the
way to the conclusion which was quite satisfactory! I will keep reading this author..

I enjoyed all three books in this series. Author did not rely heavily on sex or violence to tell the story.
Story flowed well between the books. Nice ending with just a bit of surprise. Worth the time to
readðŸ˜Š

Fast paced, presenting present day issues with a twist. Characters are well developed. Plot plays on
readers emotions. Must read the trilogy to get the full storyline. As a person who has traveled to and
stayed in areas that the characters live and work in made the storyline more personal. Gave it a 4
star because ending should have been stronger. Will there be another book stemming from the
end?

Very involved plot. Well-developed characters. GREAT BOOK!!!!! I keep thinking about this book a

week after finishing it. Read the trilogy; each book is better than the last (if that's even possible)! I
am a devoted fan of TJ Brearton. After reading this trilogy, you will be too.

Well-researched and informative detailing a future where government takes control through
unsuspecting avenues that the general public would not be aware of. Reader felt an empathy with
the main characters and their struggles to fight for citizens' rights.

There was an old film called "McKenna's Gold". It seemed to drone on and on and on, introducing
new, unexpected plot twists and characters to the extent of absurdity. It got to a point where the
viewer just wished it would end. It didn't matter much how. This trilogy is the same. The ending left
the promise (threat?) of yet another follow-up. I hope not.

I'm not a very good reviewer, and forgo writing a review..This author kept the suspense going with
every page I turned..The characters were easy to keep up with..I appreciate not having to read
nasty language. Looking forward to more thrilling stories by T.J.Breaton.
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